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ABSTRACT

NOORSHAZREENA BTE MOHMD RAZI (2008280208)
EN HELMY FADLISHAM B ABU HASAN

THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF JOB ROTATION IN FELDA PLANTATIONS SDN. BHD.

Some firms have been pursuing a practice called job rotation, which assigns each worker not to a single and specific task but to a set of several tasks among which he or she rotates with some frequency. However, the difficulties of changing the organizational structure of an entire facility can prove difficult. Due to this problem, organization must identify the factors which contribute to the job rotation effectiveness. There are three main factors including employee’s readiness, management support and task orientation in order to determine the factors which affect the effectiveness of job rotation among 50 employees in Felda Plantations Sdn Bhd.

Results of the present study showed that the most influential factors that affects job rotation effectiveness in FPSB is employee’s readiness. Its also shows that employee’s readiness has a positive correlation relationship with job rotation effectiveness in FPSB. At the end of this study, the researcher come out with several recommendations in order to give clear vision for the organization to increase the effectiveness of job rotation and will give positive impacts towards employees and organization.
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